
Australian govt 
vows to unmask 
online trolls
SYDNEY: Australia’s government said yesterday
it will introduce legislation to unmask online
trolls, and hold social media giants like Facebook
and Twitter responsible for identifying them.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison, whose conserva-
tive coalition government faces an election in the
first half of 2022, said the law would protect
Australians from online abuse and harassment.

“The online world should not be a wild west
where bots and bigots and trolls and others can
just anonymously go around and harm people
and hurt people, harass them and bully them and
sledge them,” Morrison told reporters. “That is
not what can happen in the real world, and there
is no case for it to be able to be happening in the
digital world.”

Attorney General Michaelia Cash said the
legislation, reportedly to be introduced to par-
liament by early 2022, was needed to clarify that
the social media platforms, and not the users,
were responsible for defamatory comments by
other people. Confusion had been sown by a
High Court ruling in September that found
Australian media, as users managing their own
pages on a social network, could be held liable
for defamatory third-party comments posted on
their pages, Cash said.

Under the planned Australian legislation, the
social media companies themselves would be
responsible for such defamatory content, not the
users, she said. It would also aim to stop people
making defamatory comments without being
identified, she said.

“You should not be able to use the cloak of
online anonymity to spread your vile, defama-
tory comments,” the attorney general said. The
legislation would demand that social media
platforms have a nominated entity based in
Australia, she said.

The platforms could defend themselves from
being sued as the publisher of defamatory
comment only if they complied with the new
legislation’s demands to have a complaints sys-
tem in place that could provide the details of
the person making the comment, if necessary,
Cash said.

People would also be able to apply to the
High Court for an “information disclosure
order” demanding a social media service pro-
vide details “to unmask the troll”, the attorney
general said.

In some cases, she said, the “troll” may be
asked to take down the comment, which could
end the matter if the other side is satisfied.
Australia’s opposition leader Anthony Albanese
said he would support a safer online environ-
ment for everyone.

But he said the government had failed to pro-
pose action to stop the spread of misinformation
on social media and accused some of the gov-
ernment’s own members of spreading misinfor-
mation about Covid and vaccinations.  —AFP

PRAGUE: Right-winger Petr Fiala was named the
Czech Republic’s new prime minister yesterday in
an unusual ceremony, with wheelchair-bound
President Milos Zeman speaking from behind a
plastic barrier because he has COVID-19.

Fiala, a bearded, bespectacled former political
scientist, will face the urgent task of grappling with
one of the world’s highest COVID infection rates
including a case of the new Omicron variant.

“I am convinced we will soon have a strong and
stable government,” Fiala said at the ceremony.

Zeman said he aimed to wrap up meetings with
possible ministers by December 13 “and we can
then prepare the appointment of the government”.
Fiala teamed up his Civic Democratic Party with
two smaller parties to form the Together alliance
which came first in last month’s general election.

The grouping, which includes the centrist
Christian Democrats and the center-right TOP
09 parties, narrowly beat the ANO movement of
outgoing populist bil l ionaire Prime Minister
Andrej Babis.

The alliance has since forged a coalition with two
centrist parties-the Mayors and Independents, and
the Pirate Party-to secure a majority of 108 votes in
the 200-seat parliament. The five parties have
agreed on the composition of the future government
and on a policy statement.

Post-election talks were held without the 77-
year-old president, who was taken to hospital by
ambulance on October 10, a day after the election,
to be treated for liver problems.

Delays as COVID spikes 
Zeman, a left-winger with a soft spot for Russia

and China, had originally been expected to name
Fiala as prime minister on Friday, a day after he was
released from Prague’s military hospital.

But he was rushed back to hospital on the
same day after testing positive for COVID. Zeman
was discharged again on Saturday. Under the
Czech constitution, Zeman also has to name the
government.

Fiala has said Zeman should name the govern-
ment by mid-December as the EU member of 10.7
million people is grappling with record daily
COVID-19 infections. “I really appreciate that even
in this difficult situation with the president suffering
from COVID and being in isolation, he is looking for
ways to lead talks with ministerial candidates. “The
president has assured me that the talks will begin
tomorrow and will be held in the same format in
which I met the president today,” Fiala said.

The COVID surge led the outgoing government
to announce new restrictions on Thursday, including
the closure of restaurants, bars and discos at night,
as well as all Christmas markets. But observers say
stricter measures may be needed. Hospitals in the
east are running out of capacity and some have
begun to move patients to less congested facilities
elsewhere in the country.

The Czech Republic is also struggling with
unprecedented growth in energy prices and soar-
ing inflation, which have thrown many people into
uncertainty before Christmas. “I am well aware

that the new government is facing a very difficult
period and many challenges that it will have to

face from the start,” Fiala told reporters after
being appointed.  —AFP 

Fiala faces urgent task of tackling soaring virus cases in the country

Petr Fiala named new Czech PM 
by COVID-stricken president

LANY, Czech Republic: Newly-appointed Czech Prime Minister Petr Fiala (center), a former political scientist,
gives a press statement in Lany, west of Prague, Czech Republic, yesterday. —AFP

Kyrgyzstan holds 
parliamentary vote 
as tensions rise
BISHKEK: Kyrgyzstan went to parliamentary polls
yesterday as tensions simmer after claims of a plot
to unseat populist President Sadyr Japarov, who
rose to power in post-vote unrest last year. In three
decades of independence, the impoverished ex-
Soviet Central Asian nation has become a byword
for volatility, with three presidents unseated during
street protests fuelled by a combination of corrup-
tion, crackdowns and anger over perceived election
irregularities.

While opinion polls show that Japarov’s govern-
ment still enjoys popular support, critics say the recent
jailing of potential rivals and a constitutional overhaul
earlier this year show he is repeating the mistakes of
predecessors. His cash-strapped government also
faces a difficult future, with a winter energy crisis
looming, living costs rising and trade with next-door
China hammered by the pandemic.

In the capital Bishkek, where both Russian and
Kyrgyz are spoken, there was little sign of excitement
about the vote, which is expected to deliver a 90-seat
parliament largely loyal to Japarov. “Our country is

very beautiful. I want our elections to be cultured and
honest, for us to live in a real country,” said a 58-year-
old voter who gave her first name, Lyudmila.

But Lyudmila said she had already been offered
cash in exchange for her vote. A 36-year-old voter
called Ulugbek Abdrashev said he would be voting for
the opposition Ata-Meken party, and expressed hope
that the next parliament would be more vocal than the
outgoing legislature.

It was impossible to discount further unrest after
the vote, he said. “Everything is possible here. We
(live) in a Wonderland,” he said, laughing. Polling
stations in the mountainous, land-locked country of
6.5 million opened at 8 am (0200 GMT) yesterday
with first results expected shortly after counting
starts at 8 pm. 

A ‘coup plot’?
Kyrgyzstan’s most recent round of instability

came after parliamentary elections a year ago, when
losing parties took to the streets to denounce a vote
they said was rigged in favor of parties close to
then-president Sooronbay Jeenbekov. The vote
results were annulled and current leader Japarov,
freed from prison during the unrest, was elected
president in January.

Japarov voted at a polling station in Bishkek in the
morning with his wife Aigul Japarova and called on
others to do the same. “The future of the country
depends on your vote,” he said, after casting his ballot.

The Central Election Commission reported a turnout
of just over 16 percent at the halfway stage of the vote.

Having cemented power by overseeing constitu-
tional changes that stripped away single-term limits
for sitting presidents and strengthened his office at the
legislature’s expense, Japarov pledged to “show the
world” Kyrgyzstan can hold free and fair elections.

But opposition candidates have complained of
administrative pressure. One popular independent
lawmaker, Ryskeldi Mombekov, was removed from the
race by electoral authorities before his candidacy was
reinstated by a judge as supporters from his home
region threatened to rally. —AFP

KOY-TASH, Kyrgyzstan: Citizens vote during Kyrgyzstan’s
parliamentary election in the village of Koy-Tash, out-
side Bishkek yesterday. —AFP

Riot-hit Solomon 
Islands PM vows 
to stay in power
HONIARA, Solomon Islands: The prime minister of
the riot-hit Solomon Islands defied pressure to
resign yesterday, saying a wave of torching and
looting that swept the capital had been orchestrated
by a few people with “evil intention” to topple him.
Shattered glass and rubble still lined the streets of
Honiara as Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare
addressed the nation, a reminder of the three-day
eruption in violence blamed partly on poverty,
hunger and frustration with his policies.

“It is very clear that the recent events were well
planned and orchestrated to remove me as the
prime minister for unsubstantiated reasons,”
Sogavare said, after a night-time curfew and rough-
ly 150 foreign peacekeepers from Australia and
Papua New Guinea helped to restore some calm
over the weekend.

“I want to show the nation that the government is
fully intent and nothing will move us. We must and
will never bow down to the evil intention of a few
people,” Sogavare said. Many residents of the Pacific
island nation of 800,000 people believe his govern-
ment is corrupt and beholden to Beijing and other
foreign interests. During the riots, mobs attempted to
torch the prime minister’s private residence and par-
liament before being dispersed by police firing tear
gas and warning shots. Sogavare has already blamed
the violence, which incinerated swathes of the capital,
on an unscrupulous few leading the people astray
with false information. He has claimed that foreign
powers opposed to his 2019 decision to switch the
Solomons’ diplomatic allegiance from Taiwan to
China are behind the disturbances.

Yesterday, the prime minister said the violence
had caused 200 million Solomon Islander dollars
(US$ 25 million) in damage and destroyed 1,000
jobs in an economy already squeezed by the impact
of the COVID pandemic. The government was
working on a recovery package to help damaged
businesses recover, Sogavare said. And he repeated
a promise that the unidentified “instigators” would
face the “full brunt” of the law. Over 100 people

have been arrested for riot-related activity, the
Solomon Islands police said this weekend.

Despite the relative calm of the weekend, peo-
ple were fearful for the outlook, Red Cross official
Kennedy Waitara said. Waitara said many of the
food shops in Chinatown had been burned down
in the riots. “It will not be surprising if we have to
experience food shortages and a hike in prices,”
he said. —AFP

Manasseh Sogavare 

Online conspiracies fuel 
Dutch COVID unrest
AMSTERDAM: When COVID riots rocked the
Netherlands for the second time in a year, Ricardo Pronk
was there to livestream it all to his followers on social
media. The 50-year-old anti-vaccination activist admin-
istered a Facebook group with 10,000 followers, which
had shared a call for a demonstration in the port city of
Rotterdam on November 19 that later turned violent.

The group, which was recently removed by
Facebook, is part of a network of conspiracy theorists
and COVID-deniers on social media reaching as far as
the Dutch parliament, whose influence has sparked

concern among experts. For Pronk, vaccines “are
weapons made to kill”. He also embraces the QAnon
conspiracy group’s narrative about “satanic child
abuse” by a “globalized elite”.

But the unemployed former computer technician,
who had chosen a banner for the group with a lion
against a backdrop of flames, rejects any responsibility
for the unrest in the Netherlands. Five people were shot
when police opened fire in Rotterdam, and riots spread
around the country for the next three days. “Violence is
not the best way, of course not. The best is to do things
peacefully,” he told AFP.

Surge in disinformation 
Both in January, during the Netherlands’ worst

riots in 40 years over a curfew, and last week’s

unrest, social media were used not only to organize
protests, but also to spread disinformation. “What is
unique about the Netherlands is that we have
repeatedly seen COVID protests turn into riots just
this year,” said Ciaran O’Connor, an analyst at the
Institute for Strategic Dialogue in London, which
specializes in countering radicalism. While Prime
Minister Mark Rutte has branded rioters “scum” and
“idiots”, O’Connor pointed the finger at the epidemic
of conspiracy theories on the internet in the
Netherlands.

On Facebook alone, the top 125 groups disseminat-
ing false information about COVID-19 saw a 63-per-
cent rise in followers in six months, comprising
789,000 members in this country of 17 million people,
an ISD study said. —AFP
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Myanmar’s Suu Kyi 
due to hear first 
verdict in junta trial
YANGON: Ousted Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi is
expected to hear the verdict in her incitement trial
tomorrow, the first in a catalogue of judgemnts to be

handed down in a junta court that could jail her for
decades. The Nobel laureate has been detained since the
generals ousted her government in the early hours of
February 1, ending the Southeast Asian country’s brief
democratic interlude.

More than 1,200 people have been killed and over
10,000 arrested in a crackdown on dissent, according to
a local monitoring group. Suu Kyi faces three years in jail
if found guilty of incitement against the military-just one
of the charges that analysts say are aimed at removing
the democracy icon from the political arena for good.

But the junta’s plans for Suu Kyi remain unknown,
they add, and authorities could also delay the verdict.
Journalists have been barred from proceedings in the
special court in the military-built capital Naypyidaw and
her lawyers are banned from speaking to the media.

Days after the coup Suu Kyi was hit with obscure
charges for possessing unlicensed walkie-talkies,
and for violating coronavirus restrictions during
elections her National League for Democracy (NLD)
won in 2020. The junta has steadily added a slew of
other indictments, including violating the official

secrets act, corruption and electoral fraud.
Suu Kyi now appears most weekdays at the junta

courtroom, with her legal team saying last month the
hectic schedule was taking a toll on the 76-year-
old’s health.

“I think it’s almost certain Suu Kyi will get a harsh
sentence,” said David Mathieson, an analyst formerly
based in Myanmar. “The question is what will her incar-
ceration look like?... will she get average convict treat-
ment in a crowded women’s cell block, or privilege in a
VIP statehouse?” —AFP


